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Abstract. Among the many ditierent data dependencies defined, the so-called join dependencies 
play a central role, since they explicitly capture lossless join properties for relation schemes. 
In this paper we state some inference rules for join dependencies and embedded join dependen- 
cies. A set of two rules is shown to be complete for monadic join dependency inferences (inferences 
from a single dependency). Furthermore, it is shown that there is no finite set of inference rules 
that is complete for embedded join dependencies. 
1. Introducti6n 
A very important problem in relational data base design is how to decompose a 
relation into a set of subrelations, without losing information when they are joined 
back together. A systematic approach to this problem was initiated by Codd [4] 
who introduced the notion of functional dependency. In [2] a complete set of 
inference rules for functional dependencies is given. Later other types of constraints 
which a relation might be subject to were formulated. Among these so-called data 
dependencies are multivalued dependencies [6, 161, embedded multivalued depen- 
dencies [ 16,5], mutual dependencies [8], transitive dependencies [9] and many 
others. The study of these has produced, among other things, a complete set of 
inference rules for multivalued dependencies [3]. 
Let us now emphasize the fact that the study of data dependencies is motivated 
by the problems of data base decomposition. Hence it would be useful to have a 
dependency which explicitly captures the fact that a relation is ‘lossless join’ 
decomposable into a certain set of subrelations. This is precisely done by the notion 
of join dependency [ 111. 
It is, however, not natural to formulate real world conditions directly in terms of 
join dependencies. This is more easily done in terms of functional and multivalued 
dependencies, which then can be translated into join dependencies by using a 
well-known theorem in [6]. 
This paper addresses the problem of finding an axiomatization of join dependen- 
cies in the language of join dependencies (and similarly for embedded join dependen- 
cies). It is of course more difficult to find such a complete axiomatization than to 
find a complete axiomatization in some extended language which is complete for 
join dependencies (such as the one given by [ 143). 
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In the light of the difficulties encountered in axiomatizing embedded join depen- 
dencies and join dependencies it is important to study larger classes of dependencies. 
Examples of proposals for a most general dependency are embedded implicational 
dependencies [7j and algebraic dependencies [ 151. The fact that these two classes 
are syntactically unrelated, yet semantically equivalent suggests that they are good 
candidates. 
2. Basic notions 
In this paper we use a set-theoretic formulation of joins and join dependencies. 
We start by defining the various concepts we use when talking about relations. 
If D,, . . . , Dn are arbitrary sets (domains), a relation on them is a subset R of 
their Cartesian product, i.e., R c D, x l . l x D”. If R = D, x l 9 9 x D,, we say that R 
is the trivial relation. 
Let Al,. . . , A, be names of the domains D,, . . . , D,,. Then U = {A,, . . . , A,,} is 
the relation scheme of R. 
k lul-ple in R is an element t E R. If S = {A,,, . . . , A,,,,) z U we write the subtuple 
Of f Ot? S as fI\S) = (fi,, . . . , t ,,,, ). 
We can now define the projection R(S) of R on S as 
R(S)={r(5)lt~ R}. 
Moreover, we define the extension R(S) 7‘ of R(S) to T, where T 2 S as 
Ri?$j’= {a< T)~I(S)E R(S)}, 
i.e., for Amy r(S) in NS), we fill out the remaining columns with all possible 
combinations. We often only write R(S), if T is irrelevant or implicit by context. 
Fact 2.1. 
In this 
R(S) 2 R( T) if’ T 2 S, e.g., R(S) =, R. 
terminology we can define the joirz (*;) of relations R,( S,), . . I , RJS,,) a 
(f-l* - l n R,,(S,J(S, t._! * - -u S,,) 
or in synthesis as 
This definition is equivalent to the one in [ 11. 
A relation R is lossfess join deccrxposable into its projections R( S, ), . . . , R( S,, ) iff 
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and is said to obey the join dependency (JD) * {S,, . . . , S,) = *I’, i.e., 
*r= f--j R(S)=R. 
SE. I‘ 
A relation R is said to obey the embedded join dependency (EJD) *$ on T if its 
projection R(T) obeys the join dependency *1: i.e., 
-_ 
*,r= n R(S)=R(T). 
.’ SC‘ 
We say that a JD (EJD) *I’ is trivial, if it always holds, e.g., *f = *s(S). 
A note on the notation: Some authors assume the scheme for the JD to be the 
union of the attribute sets of the JD, e.g., *{Al?, AC} (note that we write AB rather 
than {A, B), etc.: later we will also write ST rather than S u T if S and T are sets 
of attributes) implies that the JD is taken w.r.t. the scheme ABC, which in our 
notation is written * ABC{ AB, AC). Our notation gives us the possibility of expressing 
the JD ~9 4Ig{ A}, which means that the attribute B is redundant (i.e., takes all values 
in its domain for each value in the A column), and of expressing the JD *,a&, 
which means that both A and B are redundant (i.e., R is the trivial relation). 
3. Monadic inferences from join dependencies 
in this section we shall deal with the question: Given an arbitrary single JD what 
other JD’s on the same scheme must necessarily follow? This question is important, 
because it leads us to an understanding of how the JD’s on a fixed scheme are 
partially ordered w.r.t. their strength. We will show that two simple rules are sufficient. 
We also show a characterization theorem (Theorem 3.2) which in closed form gives 
all the consequences of a single JD. 
Rule 1 (Add redundant table). lf *A, then *({T} u A). 
Proof. Since R( T) 2 R, we have 
I- 
*il=n R(S)=R + (.fiRo) - nR(T)= R=*({T}uA). q St J 
This rule reflects the fact that if we have a lossless join ctecomposition, l:he 
decomposition obtained by just adding a table is also lossless. 
Rub 2 (Join). [f *({ T,, T2) u AI), then *({T, T2) u A). 
Proof. Follows directly from 
(!7y) nmnRo2(~n,R(S)))nR(T~T,). q 
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This rul,e reflects the fact that if we have a lossless join decomposition, it will still 
be lossles:: if we join two of the tables together. 
We shall now show that these two rules constitute a complete sei for monadic 
inferences, i.e., all valid consequences of one single given JD can be inferred from 
them. 
We write *Tt--*A, if *A follows from *T by a finite number of applications of 
Rules 1 and 2 (deductive entailment). 
We write *l+*A if every relation that obeys *I’ also obeys *A (semantic 
entailment). 
Hence, we want to show that *l3--*A iff *l%*A (see Theorem 3.2). 
First we need a lemma that characterizes the set of all derivable consequences of 
a given join dependency. 
Lemma 3.1 (Characterization Lemma). *I?--*A @“for all SE r there exists a TE A 
such thar SE T. 
Proof. Let t-‘( stand for ‘derivable in at most k applications of Rules 1 and 2’. 
(3) The method of proof is induction on the number of applications of Rules 
I and 2. 
Trivial case. If .*l’t-kI the consequent follows simply by checking the structure 
of Rules 1 ;and 2. 
Induction hypothesis. *I’+--“*A implies that for all S in r there exists a T in J s.t. 
Sr T. 
lnductiorl step. Assume now that *tl’t-- ’ “*J. Then there is a *A’ such that 
Rut then we know by the induction hypotheses that for all S in 1: there is a T’ 
in J’, s-t. SC T’ and for all T’ in d’, there is a T in J, s.t. T’c T: hence, for all S 
in 1: there is a T in A, s.t. SC T. 
Hence the lemma holds for k + I applications. Hence the induction is completed 
and we have shown that the theorem is true for any finite length of derivation. 
1 c=) According to the assumption we can define an auxiliary function j’: /‘+ J 
such that Ss.f(S) for all S in I“. 
Then.j‘( 1’) - {j‘(S) c J 1 St I‘} c J. Now it is easy to see that C--*.j’( I‘), by succes- 
sive applications of Rules I and 2. Furthermore, *.f( I’)!--*A, by Rule 1. 
Hence d:/*~eJ. ‘;1 
‘Theorem 3.2 (C’ompleteness for monadic inferences). *IT: 4 $1’ *I‘!= *A. 
Proof. Assume that *J cannot be proved from 4’. We will show that *:il does not 
ssmantically imply *I’ by constructing a relation that satisfies W but does not 
$31 i3f-y *:A 
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By the Characterization Lemma (Lemma 3. I ) there is some SE r and A E S such 
that At! T for all T in A. Let 
R=(t)?(A)= l}c-{O, I}#“. 
Then R(S) = R is strictly contained in (0, 1 )‘“. But for any T with A & T, we ha& 
R(T) = (0, l}#’ and hence R(T) = (0, I}#[‘. Therefore 
Thus R does not satisfy ~4. q 
The following diagram illustrates this theorem by showing the deductive structure 
of JD’s on the scheme ABC. Each node represents an equivalence class of JD’s, 
and is labelled with its simplest member: 




4. Some inference wles involving embedded join dependencies 
The natural question to ask after seeing the results of the last section is: Is there 
a complete set of inference rules for JD’s, and in that case what do they Eook like? 
This is still an open problem, and we discarded this project for two reasons. first, 
no intuitively appealing rules came to our mind without using EJD’s (JD’s on 
different schemes). Secondly, an incompleteness result for embedded multivalued 
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dependencies was asserted [lo], which can be generalized to EJD’s. (We prove this 
in a later szction of this paper.) However, this does not entail that the same is true 
for JD’s, even though one might suspect it. Another piece of evidence for this is 
that Sciore [ 141 has, independently of the author, given similar axioms for JD’s and 
EJD’s, but in order to get completeness w.r.t. JD’s he was forced to use inference 
rules in an extended language of generalized join dependencies. 
The following rules are intuitively clear and they are also powerful (even though 
not complete), as we shall show in the following section. 
Rule 3 (Decomposition). I”*( I’u {S}) and *.s d, hen *cil’ v A)- 
Proof. We have 
Hence 
Ru!e4 I Projection j. Assume S n T = @, c‘ E Sand D, c S; then *-,-.J TC, D,, . . . , D,,,} 
implies *Fs{ C’, D1, . . . , D,,,}. 
Prloof. We only give the proof for m = I. The proof for I)I > 1 is done analogously. 
‘\Ve observe that * f.s{ TC, D) holds for R means that 
Vt.((t(TC)czR(TC)& I(D)ER(D))w(TS)ER(TS)~ 
and that *_${C, D} holds for R means that 
~(t.((f(C)~ R(C) & ME: ‘(D))=f(Sj~ R(S)). 
Rut the second clause follows from the first under the assumptions given in the rule. 
This is proved as follows: 
Assume tf C’) E R(C) and !(I>) E R(D). Then, since Tr\ l_l= a, there is a tuple 
t’, such that I’( TC’)E R( TC) and C(D) E R(D) and l’(S) = r(S). Now, if R obeys 
* r.J TC Dl, we can conclude t’( TS) E R( TS) and f’(S) -= r(S), and hence that 
tWr R(S). Cl 
5. Join dependencies and multivalued dependencies 
An (embedded) MVD’s is a subset of the (embedded) JD’s according to the 
following well-known theorem 
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Theorem 5.1. A+BI C ifl *A,3c.‘{AB, AC}. 
We can use this correspondence to show that our inference rules for JD’s and 
EJD’s are strong enough to derive many of the inference rules for MVD’s and 
EMVD’s. For a list of such rules, see, e.g., [IO]. 
Rule 5 (Reflexivity). If Y c X, then X-n Y 
Proof. FirstobservethatX-wY=*{XY,x(U-XY)}.If YGX,~~~~X(U--XY)= 
v. 
Hence *{ U}t--*{XV, r/11---*{XY, X( U- XV)). Cl 
Rule 6 (Augmentation). !f X-w Y and 2 c W, then XW+ YZ. 
Proof. Let T= U - XYZW = U - XYW (since Z c U’) and hence U = XYWT. 
Then 
X-+=*{xY, X( u-~Y)?+(~Y. XTW} (since U-XYG TW) 
I-*{XYWZ,XTW}=XW+YZIT. Cl 
Rule 7 (Complementation). If XYZ = U and Y n 2 C_ X, then X+ Y iflX-+Z. 
Proof. This rule is trivial in the JD treatment, since it can be proved without using 
any inference rules about JD’s. We only rewrite the attribute sets, and apply 
well-known set properties. 
YnZc_X implies that U-XY=Z-X and U-XZ= Y-X. Hence 
X-+Y=*{XY,X(U-XY)}=*{XY,X(Z-x)}=*{xY,xz} 
= *{X2, XV} =*{XZ,X(Y-x)}=*{xz,x(U-XZ)}=X-wZ. cl 
Moreover, the following rules about EIVfVD’s follow very easily. (We omit the 
tir(;t wo proofs which are trivial.) 
Rule 8 ( EMVD-projection). l!- A-43CI D, lhen A-4?\ D. 
Rule 9 ( EMVD-root ‘weighting). [f’ A*BCi D, then AB-w Cl D. 
Rule 10 ;EMVD-decomposition). [fA--&?l CD and A&&‘~ D, then A-wCj D. 
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Proof. We can successively infer the following: 
*A,~c~){AB, ACD) by Theorem 5.1; 
+ARCI,{ ABC, ABD) by Theorem 5.1; 
*/m-W, AC) 
*/mC.U(AB, AC ABD) 
*not-r,(K ABD) 
by Rule 4 ; 
by Rule 3; 
by Rule 2; 
“nc&K ADI, 
and hence A+CID. C 
by Rule 4; 
Rule 11 (MVD-EMVD-joinability). AB+C and A-431 C’ $fA-wC. 
(The proof is omitted, and can be derived by similar technique as the previous one.) 
6. An incompleteness theorem for embedded join dependencies 
We shall now show that it is not possible to construct a complete finite set of 
finite inference rules for EJD’ s. This does not imply that there is no complete 
recursive axiomatization. The corresponding result for EMVD’s was proved in [ 101 
and [ 131, but neither is implied by nor implies the results in this paper. This is 
because the EMVD’s is a proper subclass of the EJD’s. Hence there are fewer 
theorems to prove about EMVD’s but also the language of EMVD’s is poorer than 
the language of EJD’s. 
In the proof we utilize a theorem which is very interesting in itself. It states that 
it is not valid to make a nontrivial inference from some EJD’s to an EJD on an 
extended scheme. At least one of the antecedents must include the scheme of the 
consequent. 
Proof. We prove this theorem by using the following three lemmas. 
First we define a relation R over the scheme U, where all domains of the attributes 
;irc {O, I ), with the following properties: 
K( T) .= { t( T) 1 t( 7’) has even parity). R = R( T). 
Then the following three lemmas hold. 
Proof. Asl;ume there is a r(S) not in R(S). Assume it has odd parity. It is always 
po\\ible to find f’( T - S) with odd parity. Let t”( T) be the concatenation of these 
I\C o sub-tgples. i.e., t”( T - S) .= t’( T - S) and l”( S) L= t( S 1. Hence t” h;ls even parity, 
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and is in R( T) and hence l”(S) is in R(S), which contradicts our assumption. Hence 
all tuples are in R(S), and R(S) is trivial. Cl 
This can be generalized to the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.3. If T is not a subset of T’, then R( T’) is trivial. 
Proof. The proof follsws similarly to the previous one. Cl 
Lemma 6.4. If *s, Qi, . . . , * s,, @i=+J, where Si 2 Tfor any i, then *J is a trivial JD. 
Proof. Let R be as above, with U = S! . . . S,T. Since 1 Si Z? T, R ( Si ) are trivial ( Lemma 
6.3), and hence *$P holds for R, i.e., all the antecedents of the lemma hold. 
We shall now prove that *I f is a trivial join dependency, by assuming the con- 
verse and deriving a contradiction. 
InthiscaseI‘={T,,..., T,}, with x c T, Hence R( r) are trivial relations (.Lemma 
6.2) for all i, ~ci hetxe 
__- - 
f-I R(7;:)3R(T). 
Hence *T r does not hold and we have der&d a contradiction. cl 
Proof of Theorem 6.1 (continued). Theorem 6.1 follows as an easy corollary of 
Lemma 6.4, by noting that *s,@b*s,ri. q 
A similar theorem can be stated far EM\D’s. 
Corollary 6.5. Let A ,-))B, 1 C,, . . . , A,j+Bt) 1 C”kA*BJ C’s If AiBiC, = Si and ABC = 
T, therl Si Z’ T implies that A-w B(C is a trivial EMYD. 
We now use the construction in [ 131, translated into EJD’s, to prove the incom- 
pleteness theorem. First, some notation: Let + and - denote addition a,:d subtraction 
modulo n respectively, where n 2 2. Let Ao, . . . , A, _+ B be attributes. Let also in 
the sequel i range from 0 to n - 1 unless otherwise stated. 
Let S,=A,A,+,B,I~,={A,A,+,,A,8}andletS={*.s,,I~~ ,..., *.s,, ,I;,-,). 
Lemma 6.6. 3=~,~,, (AoAll_. ,, A,,B}. 
Proof. For the proof, see [ 131. 
Lemma 6.7. If 2 is a proper hubset qf& then .2“l=*s n implies that *s, I1,+*s ~3 for 
some i. 
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Proof. Assume w.1.o.g. that *&-‘“+ is not in 2’. 
Case 1. S z Si for all i. This case follows directly from Theorem 6. I. 
Case 2. S = Si for some i. The following nontrivial EJD’s exist on S: *sf,, 
*s{Ai+lA;, Ai.,, B} c *Sri, *s{ BAi, BAi+,} E *J’S, *S(AiAi+l, AiB, Ai+, B} s *s f ?“I, 
and a number of stronger dependencies which clearly cannot be implied by 2 (see 
the diagram in Section 3). 
Since *s I+*s rmut, it only remains to show that for all i, X’W*s r: and Z’l#*, f r. 
To show this we construct relations Qi and Rig for all i, which obey X’, but Qi does 
noa obey *& and Ri does not obey *& for any i. 
Q+ 1 is the following relation with four tuples: 
A0 A, . . . An-* A,_, B 
0 0 . . . 0 0 0 
0 0 . . . 0 I 1 ; 
1 0 . . . 0 0 I 
1 0 . . . 0 1 0 
Q, ,(i # 0) has two tuples, 
A,) . . . Ai- A, maa An-1 B 
0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0 0 : 
1 . . . 1 0 . . . 0 1 
Ri has two tuples, 
A,, . . . A, . . . Art-l B 
0 . . . 0 . . . 0 0. 
1 . . . 1 . . . 1 0 
Cuse 3. S c Sj for some i. This means that S has (at most) only two attributes, say C 
and D, and hence the only nontrivial dependencies are *,s{ C} and Q{ D}. It is obvious 
that they cannot be implied by z”. Put, e.g., R = (0, I}“, and the domains of C and D to 
IO, 421. 
Hence all ca;es are exhausted, and the proof is complete. C3 
Theorem 6.8. 7hue is no completejinite set of iyferenw rulesjiw EJ D’s ( in the lonxuuge 
oj- EJD’s). 
Proof. The previous lemma shows that the inference 
cannot be proved by successive inferences involving less than tI antecedents. Hence, ’ 
there is for all tz an inference which needs an inference rule with at least 
M antecedents. c’3 
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